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Important Safety Instructions
Read and Retain Instructions
Carefully read all safety and operating instructions before operating this equipment,
and retain them for future reference.

Follow Instructions and Heed Warnings
Follow all operating and use instructions. Pay attention to all warnings and cautions

in the operating instructions, as well as those that are affixed to this equipment.

Terminology
The terms defined below are used in this document. The definitions given are based

on those found in safety standards.
Service Personnel-The term service personnel applies to trained and qualified
individuals who are allowed to install, replace, or service electrical equipment. The
service personnel are expected to use their experience and technical skills to avoid
possible injury to themselves and others due to hazards that exist in service and
restricted areas.
User and Operator-The terms user and operator apply to persons other than service
personnel.
Ground(ing) and Earth(ing)-The terms ground(ing) and earth(ing) are synonymous.
This document uses ground(ing) for clarity, but it can be interpreted as having the
same meaning as earth(ing).

Electric Shock Hazard
This equipment meets applicable safety standards. Refer to this equipment’s data

sheet for details about regulatory compliance approvals.
WARNING:
Avoid electric shock! Opening or removing the equipment cover may expose you to
dangerous voltages. Refer all servicing to qualified service personnel only.

Electric shock can cause personal injury or even death. Avoid direct contact with
dangerous voltages at all times.
Know the following safety warnings and guidelines:
 Only qualified service personnel are allowed to perform equipment installation or
replacement.
 Only qualified service personnel are allowed to remove equipment covers and
access any of the components inside the chassis.
Continued on next page
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Important Safety Instructions
Equipment Placement
WARNING:
Avoid personal injury and damage to this equipment. An unstable mounting surface
may cause this equipment to fall.

To protect against equipment damage or injury to personnel, comply with the
following:
Install this equipment in a restricted access location (access restricted to service
personnel).
Make sure the mounting surface or rack is stable and can support the size and
weight of this equipment.

Strand (Aerial) Installation
CAUTION:
Be aware of the size and weight of strand-mounted equipment during the installation
operation.
Ensure that the strand can safely support the equipment’s weight.

Pedestal Installation
WARNING:
Avoid possibility of personal injury. Ensure proper handling/lifting techniques are
employed when working in confined spaces with heavy equipment.

Ensure this equipment is securely fastened to the mounting surface or rack where
necessary to protect against damage due to any disturbance and subsequent fall.
Ensure the mounting surface or rack is appropriately anchored according to
manufacturer’s specifications.
Ensure the installation site meets the ventilation requirements given in the
equipment’s data sheet to avoid the possibility of equipment overheating.
Ensure the installation site and operating environment is compatible with the
equipment’s International Protection (IP) rating specified in the equipment’s data
sheet.

Connecting to Utility AC Power
Important: If this equipment is a Class I equipment, it must be grounded.
If this equipment plugs into an outlet, the outlet must be near this equipment, and
must be easily accessible.
Connect this equipment only to the power sources that are identified on the
equipment-rating label, which is normally located close to the power inlet
connector(s).
Continued on next page
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Important Safety Instructions, Continued
 This equipment may have two power sources. Be sure to disconnect all power
sources before working on this equipment.
 If this equipment does not have a main power switch, the power cord connector
serves as the disconnect device.
 Always pull on the plug or the connector to disconnect a cable. Never pull on the
cable itself.

Connection to Network Power Sources
Refer to this equipment’s specific installation instructions in this manual or in
companion manuals in this series for connection to network ferro-resonant AC
power sources.

Grounding (Utility AC Powered Equipment in Pedestals, Service Closets, etc.)
This section provides instructions for verifying that the equipment is properly
grounded.
Safety Plugs（USA Only）
This equipment is equipped with either a 3-terminal (grounding-type) safety plug or
a 2-terminal (polarized) safety plug. The wide blade or the third terminal is provided
for safety. Do not defeat the safety purpose of the grounding-type or polarized safety
plug.
To properly ground this equipment, follow these safety guidelines:
Grounding-Type Plug
For a 3-terminal plug (one terminal on this plug is a protective grounding pin), insert
the plug into a grounded main, 3-terminal outlet.
Note: This plug fits only one way. If this plug cannot be fully inserted into the outlet,
contact an electrician to replace the obsolete 3-terminal outlet.
Polarized Plug
For a 2-terminal plug (a polarized plug with one wide blade and one narrow blade),
insert the plug into a polarized mains, 2-terminal outlet in which one socket is wider
than the other.
Note: If this plug cannot be fully inserted into the outlet, try reversing the plug.
Continued on next page
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Important Safety Instructions, Continued
If the plug still fails to fit, contact an electrician to replace the obsolete 2-terminal
outlet.

Grounding Terminal
If this equipment is equipped with an external grounding terminal, attach one end of
an 18-gauge wire (or larger) to the grounding terminal; then, attach the other end of
the wire to a ground, such as a grounded equipment rack.

Safety Plugs (European Union)
Class I Mains Powered Equipment
Provided with a 3-terminal AC inlet and requires connection to a 3-terminal mains
supply outlet via a 3-terminal power cord for proper connection to the protective
ground.
Note: The equipotential bonding terminal provided on some equipment is not
designed to function as a protective ground connection.
Class II Mains Powered Equipment
Provided with a 2-terminal AC inlet that may be connected by a 2-terminal power
cord to the mains supply outlet. No connection to the protective ground is required
as this class of equipment is provided with double or reinforced and/or
supplementary insulation in addition to the basic insulation provided in Class I
equipment.
Note: Class II equipment, which is subject to EN 50083-1, is provided with a
chassis mounted equipotential bonding terminal. See the section titled Equipotential
Bonding for connection instructions.
Equipotential Bonding
If this equipment is equipped with an external chassis terminal marked with the IEC
60417-5020 chassis icon ( ), the installer should refer to CENELEC standard EN
50083-1 or IEC standard IEC 60728-11 for correct equipotential bonding connection
instructions.
Continued on next page
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Important Safety Instructions, Continued
General Servicing Precautions
WARNING:
Avoid electric shock! Opening or removing the equipment cover may expose you to
dangerous voltages. Refer all servicing to qualified service personnel only.

CAUTION:
These servicing precautions are for the guidance of qualified service personnel only. To
reduce the risk of electric shock, do not perform any servicing other than contained in
the operating instructions unless you are qualified to do so. Refer all servicing to
qualified service personnel.
Be aware of the following general precautions and guidelines:

 Servicing - Servicing is required when this equipment has been damaged in any
way, such as power supply cord or plug is damaged, liquid has been spilled or
objects have fallen into this equipment, this equipment has been exposed to rain or
moisture, does not operate normally, or has been dropped.
 Wristwatch and Jewelry - For personal safety and to avoid damage of this
equipment during service and repair, do not wear electrically conducting objects
such as a wristwatch or jewelry.
 Lightning - Do not work on this equipment, or connect or disconnect cables,
during periods of lightning.
 Labels - Do not remove any warning labels. Replace damaged or illegible warning
labels with new ones.
 Covers - Do not open the cover of this equipment and attempt service unless
instructed to do so in the instructions. Refer all servicing to qualified service
personnel only.
 Moisture - Do not allow moisture to enter this equipment.
 Cleaning - Use a damp cloth for cleaning.
 Safety Checks - After service, assemble this equipment and perform safety checks
to ensure it is safe to use before putting it back into operation.

Electrostatic Discharge
Electrostatic discharge (ESD) results from the static electricity buildup on the human
body and other objects. This static discharge can degrade components and cause
failures.
Take the following precautions against electrostatic discharge:
 Use an anti-static bench mat and a wrist strap or ankle strap designed to safely
ground ESD potentials through a resistive element.
 Keep components in their anti-static packaging until installed.
 Avoid touching electronic components when installing a module.
Continued on next page
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Important Safety Instructions, Continued
Fuse Replacement





To replace a fuse, comply with the following:
Disconnect the power before changing fuses.
Identify and clear the condition that caused the original fuse failure.
Always use a fuse of the correct type and rating. The correct type and rating are
indicated on this equipment.

Modifications
This equipment has been designed and tested to comply with applicable safety, laser
safety, and EMC regulations, codes, and standards to ensure safe operation in its
intended environment. Refer to this equipment’s data sheet for details about
regulatory compliance approvals.
Do not make modifications to this equipment. Any changes or modifications could
void the user’s authority to operate this equipment.
Modifications have the potential to degrade the level of protection built into this
equipment, putting people and property at risk of injury or damage. Those persons
making any modifications expose themselves to the penalties arising from proven
non-compliance with regulatory requirements and to civil litigation for
compensation in respect of consequential damages or injury.

Accessories
Use only attachments or accessories specified by the manufacturer.
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Preface
About This Guide
Introduction
The Cisco® Enhanced Digital Return (EDR) 85 System expands the functionality of
Compact Segmentable Nodes by increasing the performance, reach, and efficiency of
the reverse path transmissions.
Note: The Compact Segmentable Node A90200 supports EDR transmitter since its
firmware release 2.00.04. Refer to the release note of the node A90201 for EDR
transmitter compatibility before installation. Damage may be cause when an EDR
transmitter module is installed on an incompatible device.

Purpose
This guide provides instructions for installing, configuring, setting up, and
troubleshooting the transmitter.

Who Should Use This Document
This document is intended for authorized service personnel who have experience
working with similar equipment. The service personnel should have appropriate
background and knowledge to complete the procedures described in this document.

Qualified Personnel
CAUTION:
Allow only qualified and skilled personnel to install, operate, maintain, and
service this product. Otherwise, personal injury or equipment damage may
occur.
Only appropriately qualified and skilled personnel should attempt to install,
operate, maintain, and service this product.

Scope
This guide discusses the following topics.
 Description
 Installation
 Operation
 Troubleshooting
 Customer Support Information

Document Version
This is the first release of this guide (Rev A).

xi
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Overview
This chapter provides an overview of this guide and of the Cisco Enhanced Digital
Return (EDR) C2185 Transmitter (transmitter), including general descriptions,
overview, and connector summary.
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Module Location
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Description
General Description
The Cisco® Enhanced Digital Return (EDR) 85 System expands the functionality of
Compact Segmentable Nodes by increasing the performance, reach, and efficiency of
the reverse path transmissions.

Features
The transmitter has the following features.


High-performance digital reverse technology


12 bit encoding enables transmission of analog video in the reverse band



Compatible with high-order digital modulation signals (e.g.,16 QAM, 64
QAM, and 256 QAM)



Optical pluggable modules (OPMs) enable flexible inventory management



Long reach transmission capabilities eliminate the need for optical amplifiers,
reducing cost and space requirements



Capable of sending 90 individual 5 – 85 MHz reverse signals over a single fiber


Leverages 2:1 multiplexing to reduce fiber usage



Compatible with Cisco’s 45 wavelength DWDM system



Simplified setup reduces installation time and expertise requirements



Distance- and temperature-independent link performance simplifies engineering
and maintenance requirements



Space-saving, high-density deployment in Prisma II or Prisma II XD chassis
increases deployment cost-efficiency



Optional monitoring of Compact node and transmitter parameters available at
the receiver

Available Documentation
For the latest available part number of the transmitter, refer to the Cisco Enhanced
Digital Return (EDR) C2185 Transmitter Data Sheet, part number 7024051. The
document also provides recommended input/output levels for setup.
For complete information on installing and configuring the node, refer to the Cisco
Compact Segmentable Node Installation and Operation Guide, for type A90200 part
number 4032830 and for type A90201 part number 4043227.
Note: Visit our website: http://www.cisco.com/ to browse and find additional
publications about our products. You need a user name and password to access this
website. If you do not have a user name and password, contact your customer
service representative.
Note: You may need to install a PDF reader, such as Adobe Acrobat Reader, on your
system to view these publications.

1-2
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Overview
Product Overview
At the transmit (node) end of the system, the reverse path RF input signals from each
node port are routed to an EDR 2:1 Transmitter module in node mainboard. The
transmitter module converts each signal to a baseband digital data stream and
combines them into a serial data stream using time division multiplexing. The
baseband data stream is then converted to an optical signal for transmission to the
headend or hub. The 2:1 transmitter module is available for the Cisco Compact
Segmentable Nodes type A90200 and A90201.
The transmitter uses the SFP (Small Form Factor Pluggable) style optical pluggable
modules (OPMs) for enhanced flexibility. The transmitter OPMs are available in
either Coarse Wavelength Division Multiplexing (CWDM) 1270 – 1610 nm
wavelengths or Dense Wavelength Division Multiplexing (DWDM) ITU channels 17
– 61.
The following block diagram shows the transmitter module's internal components.

Continued on next page
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Overview, Continued
Overview Diagram
The following diagram shows an overview of the transmitter including its
dimensions.

Note: The above diagram chose the EDR C2185 CWDM 1310 nm type as an example,
the same dimensions apply to all other types of the EDR C2185.
Continued on next page
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Overview, Continued
Block Diagram
The following is a block diagram of the Cisco EDR System for Compact Segmentable
Nodes A9020x.

Notes:
1. The EDR Transmitter test points are accessible via node mainboard.
2. The EDR Receiver supports one single test point selectable between the two
receiver outputs for RF output verification. Refer to the Cisco Prisma II EDR
Receiver Installation Guide, part number 4044294 for details.

62-7023683-01 Rev A
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Module Location
Module Location
The following is the module location of the Cisco EDR System for Compact
Segmentable Nodes A90200.

Note: Recommended level at the test points are not applicable for EDR transmitter.
The following is the module location of the Cisco EDR System for Compact
Segmentable Nodes A90201.

1-6
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Connector Summary
Connector Summary
The following diagrams display all the connector interfaces of the transmitter.
Connector

OPM Connector

Description

The OPM connector port provides a local, physical
connection to the EDR. The data stream is carried
optically over fiber, via an OPM, to a remote hub or
headend location where the optical signal is
detected and converted back to a serial electrical
signal.
TX - Used for optical transmitter fiber connection.
NOT USED - Optical receiver, not used for
transmitter fiber connection.

Note: The above diagram chose the EDR C2185 CWDM 1310 nm type as an example,
the same LED display applies to all other types of the EDR C2185.
Connector

INTERFACE
CONNECTOR

62-7023683-01 Rev A

Description

The Interface Connector is the physical connection
point at which the transmitter is installed in the
device.

Introduction
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Chapter 2
Installation
Overview
Introduction
This chapter provides instructions for installing the transmitter in the Segmentable
Node and verifying the connection status through checking the LEDs.

In This Chapter
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See Page

Before You Begin

2-2

Installing the EDR Transmitter

2-4

LED Overview
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Before You Begin
Overview
The procedures in this chapter assume that you have completed the following:


Prepared the installation site



Prepared the Cisco device to install the transmitter



Install the device correctly

Perform these installation instructions only if you are upgrading the Compact
Segmentable Node A9020x with the digital reverse modules.

To Mount the Compact Segmentable Node A9020x
For A90200
Refer to the Cisco Compact EGC Segmentable Node A90200 Installation and
Operation Guide, part number 4032830 to mount the node before operating on the
transmitter.
For A90201
Refer to the Cisco Compact EGC Segmentable GAN Node A90201 Installation and
Operation Guide, part number 4043227 to mount the node before operating on the
transmitter.
Make sure you have finished the installation of the device and setting up before you
move on to the next step.

Important Concepts
The following items have been defined in this guide.

2-2



Device: A device is defined as a Cisco Compact Segmentable Node A9020x.



EDR Transmitter (transmitter): Cisco Enhanced Digital Return (EDR) C2185
Transmitter.

Installation
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Installing the EDR Transmitter
To Mount and Remove the OPM Module
WARNING:

Laser transmitters when disconnected from their optical fiber path emit
invisible laser radiation, which is harmful to the human eye. If viewed at close
range, the radiation may be of sufficient power to cause instantaneous damage
to the retina of the eye. Only trained service personnel using proper safety
precautions and equipment such as protective eyewear should disconnect and
service the laser transmitter equipment.

CAUTION:

Removing and installing an OPM module can shorten its useful life. Do not
remove and insert OPM modules more often than is absolutely necessary.

CAUTION:

The OPM modules are electro-static sensitive devices. Always use an ESD wrist
strap or similar individual grounding device when handling OPM modules or
coming in contact with modules.
Follow the steps below to install the OPM module to the transmitter. The OPM
module includes a bale clasp used to secure the OPM module in the OPM module
port on the transmitter.
Continued on next page
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Installing the EDR Transmitter, Continued
To Install the OPM Module
1. Close the bale-clasp before inserting the OPM module.
2.

Line up the OPM module with the port, and slide it into the port.

3.

Connect the fiber jumper to the OPM module.

4.

Proceed to next section To Mount the Modular Transmitter for installation.

Item

Description

1

Dust Plug

2

Bale Clasp

3

Transmit Bore

4

Receive Bore (Not In Use)

To Remove the OPM Module
1. Open the bale clasp on the OPM module with your index finger in a downward
direction. If the bale clasp is obstructed and you cannot use your index finger to
open it, use a small, torx screwdriver or other long, narrow instrument to open
the bale clasp.
2.

Grasp the OPM module between your thumb and index finger, and carefully
remove it from the switching module port.

To Mount the Transmitter
CAUTION:

Make sure enough space is reserved for installing the transmitter. Remove any
items both on the mainboard and on the lid if the node cannot be closed.
Continued on next page
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Installing the EDR Transmitter, Continued
Mounting Steps:
1. Align the two transmitter screws into their screw holes.
2.

Insert the transmitter in the plug-in fields for the reverse transmitter.

3.

Tighten the two transmitter screws with a torx screwdriver.

The supply voltage and the signals for the monitoring system are automatically
connected when mounted in the node.
Please note that a torx head will be required for installation. The torx screw is a
M3x25 screw, the torx screwdriver size for M3 screws is TX10.

Transmitter
Screw

To Route and Connect Fiber
Refer to the Fiber Management section of the Cisco Compact EGC Segmentable
Node A90200 Installation and Operation Guide, part number 4032830 for a
preparation about fiber routing.
Fibers to the transmitter should be routed very carefully. Use care so that the fiber
does not break. To avoid unwanted attenuation, the radius of the curvature shall be
greater than 25 mm.
Continued on next page
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Installing the EDR Transmitter, Continued
A fiber jumper is delivered with the transmitter to connect to the OPM module with
the standard fiber connection.
Follow the steps below to install and wire the fiber jumper.
1.
2.

Connect the OPM connector to the Transmit Bore of the OPM module.
Connect the Blue LC Connector to the optical adapter.

Green SC Connector

Blue LC Connector

3.

Open the fiber clip on the metal cover and wire the fiber in the fiber guide.

4.

Bind the fiber in the fiber tray.

5.

Insert the Green SC Connector into the optical adapter.

Fiber Clip

Fiber Guide

2-6

Fiber Tray
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LED Overview
LED Overview
The transmitter includes 2 LEDs on its monitoring interface:
A green LED lights to indicate the power status of transmitter is in proper state.
A bi-color yellow/green LED lights to indicate whether the proper Cisco approved
OPM module has been inserted correctly into the unit. If no OPM is installed, the
LED will not illuminate. If an non-Cisco OPM is installed, the LED will illuminate
yellow.
Item
Power LED
(Green)

LSR LED
(Yellow-Green)

Indication
ON - Power supply is with no defect and module is receiving power.
OFF – Transmitter is not receiving proper power from the power
supply.
Green - Cisco Standard OPM module installed
Yellow - Non-Cisco standard OPM module installed.
OFF - No OPM module installed.

62-7023683-01 Rev A
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Chapter 3
Operation
Overview
This section provides information on how to set up and operate the Cisco Enhanced
Digital Return (EDR) C2185 Transmitter for Compact Segmentable Node A9020x.

In This Chapter
Topic

See Page

Preparation

3-2

Setting Up with a Computer

3-3

Setting Up with a Handheld Terminal
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Preparation
Before You Begin
The node can be set up using a computer with an LCI software kit, or a handheld
terminal. A control module is also available to set up the node, however it only sets
up a limited number of parameters.

3-2

Operation
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Setting Up with a Computer
Before setting up with a computer, ensure that the LCI software kit has been
installed on your computer. For detailed information about the software installation
and requirements, see “LCI Software Installation Instructions,” part number
4033113.
Operation
To set up the node via the LCI software, you must connect the node either to a USB
port with an LCI-USB cable. Follow the steps to set up the node:
1. Start the LCI software.
Result: An LCI Detect Configuration window appears.
2. Click Node Products, and then Click Start to find the node.
Result: A Refresh dialog box appears.
3. Click OK to finish.
4. Double click the node in the left tree to display the node configuration window.
Result: A configuration window appears to display all settings of the node.

5. Double click the parameter you want to set up in the configuration window.
Result: A Change Value Dialog box appears.
6. Type a value or select one in the dialog box.
7. Click Execute to validate the change.
Result: The change is effective right away.
Continued on next page
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Setting Up with a Computer, Continued
All parameters of the node are listed in the preceding window. The following table
lists the parameters that are configurable via the LCI software.
Category

Adjustable Item

Notes

Forward Path A

A Fwd Level Adj

-24.5 to 0 dB, 0.5 dB step 1

A Fwd EQ

0 to 15 dB, 0.5 dB step

A Power Saving

Off or On; the default is Off

B Fwd Level Adj

-24.5 to 0 dB, 0.5 dB step 1

B Fwd EQ

0 to 15 dB, 0.5 dB step

B Power Saving

Off or On; the default is Off

A Rev ATT

0 to 20 dB, 0.5 step

A Rev Tri Switch

0 dB, –6 dB, or Off

B Rev ATT

0 to 20 dB, 0.5 step

B Rev Tri Switch

0 dB, –6 dB, or Off

Rx1 Opt Ref Level

-6 to 0 dBm, the default is -1 dBm

Rx1 Low Opt Threshold

0 to 6 dB, the default is 3 dB

Rx2 Opt Ref Level

-6 to 0 dBm, the default is -1 dBm

Rx2 Low Opt Threshold

0 to 6 dB, the default is 3 dB

RTX 1

Present not mounted

Replaced with EDR

RTX 2

Present not mounted

Replaced with EDR

EDR

EDR Laser Setting

Off or On

General

Fwd Mode

Single, Redundant or Segmented

Rev Mode

Segmented or Redundant, the default is
Segmented. The Redundant mode becomes NA
when EDR is installed.

Fwd Bandwidth

862 MHz to 1 GHz

Fwd Rx Select

Prefer_RX1, Prefer_RX2, Force_RX1 or Force_RX2

Fwd Xponder Path

TP_on_Path_A or TP_on_Path_B

Rev Xponder Path

TP_on_RTX1 or TP_on_RTX2

M&C-Scan

Off-Scan or On-Scan

Forward Path B

Rev Path A
Rev Path B
RX1
RX2

Properties

Note:
1. Dynamic level adj range -- refer to the table on page 3-5.

3-4
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Setting Up with a Handheld Terminal
Keypads
This product can be setup with a handheld terminal, type A91200.10. The following
table lists the terminal keypads and their definitions.
Navigate to the submenus, to open a menu for editing. The value can then be
changed. The button can also be used to reject a value entered by the keypad.
Navigate to the root menus, to delete wrong digits when a menu is open for
editing. The button can also be used to reject a value entered by the keypad.
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

•

0

-

All numbers, „.‟ and „-„ are used to enter values. The numbers can also be used as
short cuts.

Navigate through menus at the same level, to select the settings in some menus.
These buttons can also be used to fine-tune some values.
E
N
T
E
R

Confirm a setting or a change.

For detailed information, see “Operation Instructions Handheld Programming
Terminal, type 91200,” part number A541365.

Shortcuts
The menu item numbers can be used as short cuts. To enter a menu, you can press
the item number which presents the menu. For example, if you want to enter the
submenu Reverse Mode, press number keys 3 and 1 continuously, 31 presents the
Reverse Mode menu. See the menus structure to determine the number for a
required menu.
Seven shortcuts are specially designed to help the user directly enter 6 menus to set
parameters, which are indicated on the cover:


Press and hold “1” on keypad to set forward path A Level Adj directly.



Press and hold “2” on keypad to set forward path A EQ directly.



Press and hold “3” on keypad to set reverse path A ATT directly.



Press and hold “4” on keypad to set forward path B Level Adj directly.



Press and hold “5” on keypad to set forward path B EQ directly.



Press and hold “6” on keypad to set reverse path B ATT directly.



Press and hold “7” on keypad to select active Rx1 or Rx2 directly.
Continued on next page
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Setting Up with a Handheld Terminal, Continued
Menu Structures & Operations
The number before each menu name is the menu item number.
Menus & Descriptions
1 General
Submenu1
11 Fwd
Configuration

Submenu2
111 Fwd Mode

112 Fwd
Bandwidth
113 Fwd Rx
Select1

12 Rev Configuration

114 Fwd Xponder
Path
121 Rev Mode

13 Mounted Modules

122 Rev Xponder
Path
131 RX1
132 RX2
133 TX1
134 TX2
135 Transponder
136 Display
Module
137 EDR

14 Power Supply

141 Remote
Supply
142 24VDC

143 7VDC

Actions
Read-write
Select Redundant, Segmented, or Single
Output.
Read-write
Select 862 MHz or 1 GHz.
Read-write
Select Force to/Prefer Rx1 or Force to/Prefer
Rx2. Displays Rx1 or Rx2 in the Segmented
mode.
Read-write
Select on FwdPathA or on FwdPathB.
Read-write
Select Redundant or Segmented.
Read-write
Select on TX1, on TX2, or AUTO2.
Read-only
Displays Mounted or Not mounted.
Read-only
Displays Mounted or Not mounted.
Read-only
Displays Mounted or Not mounted.
Read-only
Displays Mounted or Not mounted.
Read-only
Displays Mounted or Not mounted.
Read-only
Displays Mounted or Not mounted.
Read-only
Displays Mounted or Not mounted.
Read-only
Displays Connected or Not connected;
Displays Vp AC or DC when connected.
Read-only
Displays current measured value of 24 VDC
power supply.
Read-only
Displays current measured value of 7 VDC
power supply.

Notes:
1. When the handheld terminal or PC is disconnected, the Fwd Rx Select is automatically switched
to the primary receiver (Rx1).
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Setting Up with a Handheld Terminal, Continued
Menu Structures & Operations, continued
2 Forward

Submenu1
21 RX1
(Only accessible
when RX1 is
mounted)

Submenu2
211 Optical Level
212 Opt Ref. Level
213 Low Opt. Alarm1

22 RX2
(Only accessible
when RX2 is
mounted)

221 Optical Level
222 Opt Ref. Level
223 Low Opt. Alarm1

2 Forward
Mode

231 Forward Level Adj.
23 Fwd Path A
(Set parameters
for primary
channel)

232 Forward EQ
233 Power Saving
251 Forward Level Adj.

24 Fwd Path B
(Set parameters
for secondary
channel)

252 Forward EQ
253 Power Saving

Actions
Read-only
Displays the current optical input power.
Read-only
Displays the current optical reference
power.
Read-write
Set low optical alarm threshold.
Read-only
Displays current optical input power.
Read-only
Displays the current optical reference
power.
Read-write
Set low optical alarm threshold.
Read-write
Display and set the current level setting,
unit in 0.1 dB.
Read-write
Set forward EQ from 0 to 15 dB, 0.5 dB
step.
Read-write
Select On or Off. The default is Off.
Read-write
Display and set the current level setting,
unit in 0.1 dB.
Read-write
Set forward EQ from 0 to 15 dB, 0.5 dB
step.
Read-write
Select On or Off. The default is Off.

Notes:
1. Low Opt Threshold. Default value is 3 dB. This value is used to determine a low optical alarm
which occurs when the actual input level drops more than 3 dB below the Opt Ref Level. The
Low Opt Threshold value can be changed by the user in the range 0 to 6 dB.
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Setting Up with a Handheld Terminal, Continued
Menu Structures & Operations, continued
3 Reverse

Submenu1

Submenu2

31 Rev Path A

311 Reverse ATT
312 TriStatSwitch

32 Rev Path B

321 Reverse ATT
322 TriStatSwitch

33 RTX1

331 Laser
332 Attenuator
333 Pilot
334 Pilot Level
335 Pilot Setting

3 Reverse
Mode

336 Bias
337 Bias Factory

34 RTX2

341 Laser
342 Attenuator
343 Pilot
344 Pilot Level
345 Pilot Setting
346 Bias

347 Bias Factory

Actions
Read-write
Set reverse ATT from 0 to 20 dB, 0.5 dB step.
Read-write
Select a reverse tri-state switch value from 0 dB, –6
dB or off.
Read-write
Set reverse ATT from 0 to 20 dB, 0.5 dB step.
Read-write
Select a reverse tri-state switch value from 0 dB, –6
dB or off.
Read-write
Select On or Off.
Read-write
Set reverse transmitter attenuation from 0 to 10 dB.
Read-write
Select On or Off.
Read-write
Display pilot level.
Read-write
Set current pilot level from 35 to 45 dBV.
Read-only
Displays the bias current (mA) of the reverse
transmitter.
Read-only
Displays the factory bias current of the reverse
transmitter.
Read-write
Select On or Off.
Read-write
Set reverse transmitter attenuation from 0 to 10 dB.
Read-write
Select On or Off.
Read-write
Display pilot level.
Read-write
Set current pilot level from 35 to 45 dBV.
Read-only
Displays the bias current (mA) of the reverse
transmitter.
Read-only
Displays the factory bias current of the reverse
transmitter.
Continued on next page
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Setting Up with a Handheld Terminal, Continued
Menu Structures & Operations, continued
3 Reverse

Submenu1
35 EDR

Submenu2
351 Laser
352 Power
353 OPM TOS
354 WaveLength
355 OPM Temp
356 OPM Type

3 Reverse
Mode

357 OPM Compliance

358 LaserBiasStatus

359 LaserTempStatus

3510 OPM Bias

3511 OPM Status

Actions
Read-write
Select On or Off.
Read-only
Display output power, unit in mW.
Read-only
Display the time of service (TOS) of the optical
pluggable module (OPM).
Read-only
Display the wavelength, unit in nm.
Read-only
Display the OPM temperature, unit in degC.
Read-only
Display the OPM type, DWDM/CWDM/DFB.
Read-only
Display compliance status, Compliant (Cisco
Standard OPM Module)/Non-compliant
(Non-Cisco Standard OPM Module).
Read-only
Display the bias current status of the laser,
Normal/High/Low.
Read-only
Display the temperature Status of the laser,
Normal/High/Low.
Read-only
Display the bias current status of the OPM, unit in
mA.
Read-only
Display alarm the status of the OPM,
Warning/Alarm/Normal.
Continued on next page
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Setting Up with a Handheld Terminal, Continued
Menu Structures & Operations, continued
4 Copy Parameters

4 Copy Parameters

Submenu1
41 From Product
(Copy parameters
from one product
into the handheld
Memory)

42 To Product
(Restore settings
to a node from the
handheld
Memory)

43 Restore Default
(Restore default
settings)

Submenu2
411 Setting 1
412 Setting 2
413 Setting 3
414 Setting 4
415 Setting 5
416 Setting 6
417 Setting 7
418 Setting 8
419 Setting 9
421 Setting 1
422 Setting 2
423 Setting 3
424 Setting 4
425 Setting 5
426 Setting 6
427 Setting 7
428 Setting 8
429 Setting 9
431 Restore Node
432 Fwd Path A
433 Fwd Path B
434 Rev Path A
435 Rev Path B

5 Identification

5 Identification

Submenu1
51 Node

Submenu2
511 Model
Number
512 Serial
Number
513 Time In
Service
514 Software ID
515 Product Date
516 HW Version

Actions
Nine Node settings can be
configured.
If a Setting position is available, it
displays Empty; If not available, it
displays nothing.

Select and copy a Setting to product.
If no valid setting exists, you cannot
enter the menu and No Data
displays.

Restore default parameters of the
node.
Restore default parameters for
forward path A.
Restore default parameters for
forward path B.
Restore default parameters for
reverse path A.
Restore default parameters for
reverse path B.
Actions
Read-only
Displays product model number.
Read-only
Displays product serial number.
Read-only
Displays service time.
Read-only
Displays Node software ID.
Read-only
Displays product date.
Read-only
Displays hardware version.

Continued on next page
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Setting Up with a Handheld Terminal, Continued
Menu Structures, continued
5 Identification

Submenu1
52 TX1
(Only accessible
when TX1 is
mounted)

Submenu2
521 TX Model

53 TX2
(Only accessible
when TX2 is
mounted)

531 TX Model

54 EDR

541 EDR Product
Type
542 EDR Serial
Number
543 EDR SW
Version
544 OPM MFGR

5 Identification

522 Serial
Number
523 Pilot Freq.

532 Serial
Number
533 Pilot Freq.

545 FPGA
Version
546 OPM PN
547 OPM SN

62-7023683-01 Rev A

55 Terminal SW



56 Lid Status



Operation

Actions
Read-only
Displays TX model number.
Read-only
Displays TX module serial number.
Read-only
Displays TX pilot frequency.
Read-only
Displays TX model number.
Read-only
Displays TX module serial number.
Read-only
Displays TX pilot frequency.
Read-only
Displays product type of the EDR.
Read-only
Displays serial number of the EDR.
Read-only
Displays software version of the EDR.
Read-only
Displays OPM manufacturer of the
EDR.
Read-only
Displays the FPGA version.
Read-only
Displays the OPM part number.
Read-only
Displays the OPM serial number.
Read-only
Displays handheld application
software ID.
Read-only
Displays Lid Open or Lid Closed.
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Chapter 4
Troubleshooting
Overview
This chapter describes the steps you may take to troubleshoot the Cisco Enhanced
Digital Return (EDR) C2185 Transmitter for Cisco Compact Segmentable Nodes
A9020x.

In This Chapter
Topic

See Page

Transmitter Signaling

4-2

Further Assistance

4-3
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Transmitter Signaling
To Troubleshoot from the LEDs
The following table lists the solutions with regard to the issues shown from the
transmitter’s LED signaling.
Problem Description
The LED POWER is OFF

Solution
Verify the power supply of the node.
Verify that connectors of the transmitter are
clicked into the interface connectors in the
mainboard slot.

The LED LSR is OFF

Verify the power supply of the node.
Verify the OPM module is installed on the
transmitter.
Replace the OPM module in use with a new
one in case it is broken.
Verify that connectors of the transmitter are
clicked into the interface connectors in the
mainboard slot.

The LED LSR is Yellow

4-2

Verify if the proper OPM module is installed
on the transmitter.
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Further Assistance
Contact Cisco for Support
If you still cannot find the appropriate solution after performing the recommended
solutions in this chapter, contact Cisco for support. Refer to Chapter 5, Customer
Support Information.
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Chapter 5
Customer Support Information
Overview
This chapter contains information on obtaining product support.

In This Chapter
Topic
Obtaining Product Support
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Customer Support Information
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Obtaining Product Support
IF…

THEN…

you have general questions about this
product

Contact your distributor or sales agent
for product information or refer to
product data sheets at www.cisco.com.

you have technical questions about this
product

Call the nearest Technical Service center
or Cisco office.

you have customer service questions or
need a return material authorization
(RMA) number

Call the nearest Customer Service center
or Cisco office.

Support Telephone Numbers
This table lists the Technical Support and Customer Service numbers for your area.
Region

Centers

Telephone and Fax Numbers

North America

Cisco Services

For Technical Support, call:
Toll-free: 1-800-722-2009
Local: 678-277-1120
(Press 2 at the prompt)
For Customer Service, call:
Toll-free: 1-800-722-2009
Local: 678-277-1120
(Press 3 at the prompt)
Fax: 770-236-5477
E-mail: customer-service@cisco.com

Atlanta, Georgia
United States

Europe,
Middle East,
Africa

5-2

Belgium

For Technical Support, call:
Telephone: 32-56-445-197 or 32-56-445-155
Fax: 32-56-445-061
For Customer Service, call:
Telephone: 32-56-445-444
Fax: 32-56-445-051
E-mail: service-elc@cisco.com
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Obtaining Product Support
Region

Centers

Telephone and Fax Number

Japan

Japan

Telephone: 82-2-3429-8800
Fax: 82-2-3452-9748
E-mail: songk@cisco.com

Korea

Korea

Telephone: 82-2-3429-8800
Fax: 82-2-3452-9748
E-mail: songk@cisco.com

China (mainland)

China

Telephone: 86-400-8108886
(Press 4 at the prompt)
E-mail: gca-lsc-sa@cisco.com

All other
Asia-Pacific
countries &
Australia

Hong Kong

Brazil

Brazil

Mexico,
Central America,
Caribbean

Mexico

For Technical Support, call:
Telephone: 52-3515152599
Fax: 52-3515152599
For Customer Service, call:
Telephone: 52-55-50-81-8425
Fax: 52-55-52-61-0893

All other
Latin America
countries

Argentina

For Technical Support, call:
Telephone: 54-23-20-403340 ext 109
Fax: 54-23-20-403340 ext 103
For Customer Service, call:
Telephone: 770-236-5662
Fax: 770-236-5888
E-mail: keillov@cisco.com
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Telephone: 852-2588-4746
Fax: 852-2588-3139
E-mail: support.apr@sciatl.com
Telephone: 11-55-08-9999
Fax: 11-55-08-9998
E-mail:fattinl@cisco.com/ecavalhe@cisco.com
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